
Creating memorable places  

and unique experiences... 



Featuring antimicrobial  

Copper  

Copper and its alloys, have been known for 

their ability to actively kill virus and bacteria 

since ancient times. 

Surfaces coated in copper become naturally 

sterile within hours of contamination making it 

the material of choice wherever control of 

infection spread is essential. All Clean Team 

products feature copper coated panels as 

standard in areas of the units likely to be    

frequently touched for the  ultimate in safe 

design. 

This is possible thanks to our own unique     

formulation of liquid metal coating which 

forms a film on the surface of the fiberglass 

that looks and behaves exactly as would a 

solid metal plate. To function properly these 

need to be raw metal, so they will tarnish and 

need occasional polishing up. 

New for Fall 2020  

At McCaren Designs we are always looking for      

innovative and unique products for our commercial 

clients. We are pleased to introduce the Clean    

Station range of hand sanitizer dispensers                

incorporated into a decorative planter.  

Strategically placed within your lobby area it will 

give your visitors easy access to hand sanitizer     

without congesting your reception desk. 

https://www.mccaren.com/


Clean Station.  Florence  

Simple clean cylindrical design, incorporating a 1.3 gallon hand 

sanitizer dispenser with up to 1000 dispenses before the bottle 

needs to be changed or refilled. The unique cam lock design 

makes replacing the bottle simplicity itself, while the copper    

coated front plate helps provide the safest of experiences for your 

visitors  and staff. Overall height when planted approx. 5ft tall. 

Available in six colors. 

Clean Station.  Marie  

Classic tapered square design, incorporating a 1.3 gallon hand 

sanitizer dispenser with up to 1000 dispenses before the bottle 

needs to be changed or refilled. The unique cam lock design 

makes replacing the bottle simplicity itself, while the copper 

coated front plate helps provide the safest of experiences for 

your visitors  and staff. Overall height when planted approx. 5ft 

tall. 

Available in six colors. 
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